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1 Introduction
If a morpheme in a language employs a phonological alternation or shows some phonological behaviour
that is unexpected given the phonological generalizations and rules established for the majority of morpheme
alternations in this language, one can classify those morphemes as exceptions. One possible account for
exceptionality in this sense is the assumption of morpheme-specific phonological constraints (e.g. Alderete,
2001; Pater, 2009; Finley, 2009) or phonological co-grammars (e.g. Orgun, 1996; Inkelas & Zoll, 2005, 2007):
The morpheme behaves differently because it is subject to a different phonology. Or one could deny that this is
still phonology and simply assume that the unexpected surface appearances or alternations of this exceptional
morpheme are a consequence from different allomorphs listed in the lexicon (e.g. Paster, 2006, 2015; Bye,
2007). In contrast, I argue for a representational solution: That different morphemes behave differently with
respect to the one phonology of the language is due to differences in their underlying representation. This is
by no means a new claim and is in principle the same assumption defended in accounts based on, for example,
underspecification (e.g. Archangeli, 1988; Inkelas, 1995; Kra¨mer, 2000, 2001) or prosodic defectivity (e.g.
Yearley, 1995; Stiebels & Wunderlich, 1999; Zimmermann, 2017c). The new perspective in this paper is
that all phonological representations have a strength of activity or presence in an underlying representation.
This is the proposal of Gradient Symbolic Representations made in Smolensky & Goldrick (2016) and Rosen
(2016). In this paper, I strengthen the claim for Gradient Symbolic Representations in adding a case study of
exceptional morphemes in the tonal phonology of San Miguel el Grande Mixtec. At the same time, I argue
for a modification of the original Gradient Symbolic Representation account and for the concept of gradient
activity in the output. This modification of the system predicts markedness-driven exceptions; a pattern that
is borne out in the case study of San Miguel el Grande Mixtec.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, I present the data from San Miguel el Grande Mixtec.
I will focus on two different instances of exceptional phonological behaviour of certain morphemes: Some
morphemes are exceptional non-hosts for a tone if this creates a marked structure, and some morphemes show
an unexpected alternation or allomorphy in surfacing with different tonal melodies in different phonological
contexts. That the assumption of Gradient Symbolic Representations allows a unified account for these
different exceptionality patterns is argued in section 3 where I first discuss the background assumptions on
gradience (3.1) before I discuss the Harmonic Grammar account for the unexpected tone allomorphy (3.2)
and the exceptional non-hosts (3.3). I conclude in section 4.
2 Data: Exceptions in the tonal phonology of MIG
San Miguel el Grande Mixtec (=MIG) is a variety of Mixtec (Otomanguean), spoken in Southern Mexico
(Pike, 1944, 1948; Mak, 1950; McKendry, 2013). Most of the following data ist taken from Mak (1950) and
McKendry (2013). The language has the three three level tones: H (=a´), M (=a), and L (=a`) and sequences of
two tones are only possible on long vowels. This restriction follows straightforwardly under the assumption
that the mora (=μ) is the tone-bearing unit (=TBU) in MIG and no true contour tones exist.
As nearly all Mixtec languages (Du¨rr, 1987; Hollenbach, 2003), MIG has ‘perturbing’ morphemes that
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change the tones of a following morpheme. In MIG, these tonal changes always involve the realization of
an additional H on the initial TBU of a following morpheme1 as can be seen in (1).2 where perturbing
morphemes are notated with a superscripted (H). A comparison between perturbing morphemes and non-
perturbing ones reveals that there is no systematic phonological or semantic property that sets them apart.
Being a perturbing morpheme or not is hence a truly idiosyncratic property of morphemes.
(1) MIG: Floating H’s (Mak, 1950; McKendry, 2013)
Morpheme 1 Morpheme 2 Surface
a. k@b@`(H) ‘day’ biko ‘fiesta’ k@b@` bı´ko M:83
b. ndeju(H) ‘food’ ba`Pa ‘good’ ndeju ba´Pa M:83
c. kwaPa`(H) ‘many’ su`Ùı´ ‘children’ kwaPa` su´Ùı´ M:83
d. Sinı´(H) ‘head’ Ùı`Pı´ ‘skunk’ Sinı´ Ùı´Pı´ McK:85
e. nuu`(H) ‘face’ nuÙi(H) ‘beans’ nuu` nu´Ùi McK:84
f. Ba´a´(H) EMPH -t1`(H) 3.ANIM Ba´a´t1´ McK:92
Inside autosegmental phonology, a standard account for such a tone change is the assumption of underlyingly
unassociated (or floating) tones in the representation of certain morphemes. Those floating tones then
have to associate to a following morpheme and partially overwrite the underlying tone specification of this
morpheme. However, several exceptional morphemes do not follow under such a simple autosegmental
account (McKendry, 2013). One example are morphemes that are exceptional non-hosts for a floating H
if the preceding morpheme sponsoring the H ends in an H-toned TBU. An example is the morpheme /-de/
3.MHON as is shown in (2) (Pike, 1948:91). The examples in (2-a+b) show that this underlyingly M-toned
morpheme becomes H-toned after a perturbing morpheme that ends in M or L – absolutely in line with what
we saw in (1). Crucially, however, it remains M-toned if the preceding morpheme is perturbing and ends in
an H-toned final TBU (2-c). A reasonable hypothesis is that this non non-realization of the floating H is due
to a general OCP that bans two adjacent H’s. However, as can be seen in the data in (2-d+e), floating H’s are
indeed associated on other non-exceptional morphemes to create such a marked HH-sequence. It is hence a
truly idiosyncratic property of some morphemes that they are non-hosts for floating tones is this would create
a marked OCP-violating structure.
(2) Exceptional non-host for floating H (McKendry, 2013)
Morpheme 1 Morpheme 2 Surface
a. nuÙi(H) ‘bean’ -de 3.MHON nuÙide´ McK:92
b. jee(H) ‘eat’ -de 3.MHON jeede´ McK:104
c. Ba´a´(H) EMPH -de 3.MHON Ba´a´de McK:92
d. Ba´a´(H) EMPH -t1`(H) 3.ANIM Ba´a´t1´ McK:92
e. Sinı´(H) ‘head’ Ùı`Pı´ ‘skunk’ Sinı´ Ùı´Pı´ McK:85
Another example of exceptional tonal behaviour can be found for the two enclitics /jo/ 1.INCL and /ro/ 2
whose surface tones alternates between H, M, and L depending on the preceding morpheme. Examples for
these morphemes with different tones are given in (3).
1 This is a simplification. There are two exceptions to this that hacve received some theoretical discussion: bases with
the tonal melody MH remain MH and ML bases of the shape (C)CVCV or CV1V2 become MH. This deviation from
realizing H on the initial TBU have been analysed as the result of a tonal metathesis rule (Goldsmith, 1990), special tone-
status faithfulness (Tranel, 1995a,b), or tonal infixation (Zimmermann, 2016). The present discussion only focusses on
the exceptional tonal behaviour of certain morphemes and is compatible with different ways to account for this non-local
tone realization.
2 Nasalization is a feature of morphemes in MIG (Marlett, 1992), notated as /CVCV/.
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(3) Surface realizations of /jo/ro/ (Pike, 1948; McKendry, 2013)
Preceding morpheme Surface
a. hinı` ‘know’ hinı`jo` L McK:93
b. sa´Pa ‘make’ sa´Pajo´ H McK:93
c. kunu ‘run’ kunujo´ H P:90
d. kee(H) ‘eat’ keero M P:91
A close look at the distribution of surface tones on these tones reveals that it is indeed completely
phonologically predictable. The list in (4) summarizes all tones of these two morphemes together with their
respective context of appearance. However, although the choice of tone is completely predictable from the
tone of the preceding morpheme, there are no straightforward phonological principles or constraints deriving
the tones from each other. In some contexts, the tone of /jo/ and /ro/ mirrors the tone of the preceding
morpheme (C1, C3, C4, C6) but seems rather arbitrary in other contexts (C2, C5). Crucially, they also don’t
seem to host a floating H after a perturbing morpheme (C3+C4)).
(4) Tones of /jo/ro/: Phonological contexts (McKendry, 2013:93)
following. . . Surface
C1. L# L
C2. H# L
C3. L (H)# L
C4. M (H)# M
C5. M# H
C6. H (H)# H
3 Analysis based on Gradient Symbolic Representations
Both these pattern are unexpected given the general tonal phonology of the language: The tonal
melodies on the morpheme /jo/ro/ seem to be an instance of phonologically conditioned but suppletive
allomorphy (e.g. Paster, 2006) whereas the exceptional non-hosts are apparent exceptional non-undergoers
for a regular phonological process. One strategy would hence be to assume that three different tonal
allomorphs are stored for /jo/ro/ (Mascaro´, 2007:e.g.) and that morpheme-specific phonological constraints
or constructions are active for the exceptional non-hosts (e.g. Alderete, 2001; Pater, 2009; Finley, 2009).
In contrast, I argue for a unified representational account where a simple difference in the representation
of the /jo/ro/ and exceptional non-host morphemes predicts their exceptional behaviour from the regular
phonology independently motivated for MIG. More concretely, I argue for the representations in (5) and (6):
The morphemes /jo/ro/ are associated to two tones underlyingly that are both only weakly active and the
exceptional non-hosts contain a μ that is only weakly active, expressed by subscripted numerical activites
smaller than 1.0.
The crucial theoretical ingredient in this account is hence the assumption of gradient activity that is
introduced in more detail in the next section 3.1 before I turn to the concrete analysis of the /jo/ro/-allomorphy
in section 3.2 and the exceptional non-hosts in section 3.3.
(5) Representation: /jo/ro/
μ1
L0.6 H0.5
r o
(6) Representation: Exceptional non-host
μ0.5
M1
D e
3.1 Theoretical background: Gradient Symbolic Representations The core assumption of Gradient
Symbolic Representations as proposed in Smolensky & Goldrick (2016) is that phonological elements
can have different degrees of presence in an underlying representation. Those activities are expressed as
numerical activities where 1.0 is the default full activity. The underlying representation of a morpheme may,
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however, also contain weakly active elements that are treated differently in the phonology and predict, for
example, that these elements are not protected by faithfulness in the same way as fully active elements. This
new dimension in which lexical representations might differ allows a unified explanation for various patterns
of lexical exceptions in the phonology or allomorphy more general. Case studies assuming Gradient Symbolic
Representations I am aware of cover things like the often-discussed liaison consonants in French (Smolensky
& Goldrick, 2016), the semi-regularity of Japanese Rendaku (Rosen, 2016), allomorphy in Modern Hebrew
(Faust & Smolensky, 2017), lexical accent in Lithuanian (Kushnir, 2017, 2018), lexical stress in Moses
Columbian Salishan (Zimmermann, 2017a,b), or tone sandhi in Oku (Nformi & Worbs, 2017).
The specific formal implementation of the effects Gradient Symbolic Representations can have for the
phonology are briefly illustrated with the toy example in (8). The grammatical computation is formally
modelled in Harmonic Grammar where constraints are weighted, not ranked and the optimal candidate is the
one with the best harmony score resulting from the sum of constraint violations times their respective weight
(Legendre et al., 1990; Potts et al., 2010). The first crucial consequence from gradient activity in the input are
gradient violations of faithfulness constraints. As can be seen in (8), deletion of the fully active obstruent t1
in candidate (8-b) results in a full violation of MAXS by -1.0, deletion of the partially active obstruent p0.5 in
candidate (8-c), however, only violates it by -0.5.3 DEPS is violated by -0.5 in (8-a+b) since the underlyingly
weakly active p0.5 is neutralized to a fully active segment via insertion of activity.
(7) a. MAXS: Assign violation X for any segmental activity X in the input that is not present in the
output.
b. DEPS: Assign violation X for any segmental activity X present in the output but not in the input.
(8) Gradience and faithfulness violations
b1a1t1-p0.5 MAXS DEPS
5 4
+ a. batp -0.5 -2
b. bap -1 -0.5 -7
c. bat -0.5 -2.5
In the original proposal in Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), all output elements have the full activity of 1.0:
potentially weakly active input elements are hence neutralized to fully active ones in the output and different
underlying activities only have consequences for evaluating faithfulness constraints. In contrast, it is now
argued that elements may retain their (weak) activity in phonological output structure and that leveling to
full activity for the phonetic interpretation happens at a later stage. The crucial consequence from this
assumption is that the evaluation of markedness constraints is influenced by different activities as well:
they are violated/satisfied to a weaker degree if they refer to weakly active elements. More concretely, if
a markedness constraint *A is violated by a structure A that has an activity smaller than 1, *A is only violated
by this number.4 If, however, a constraint A! is only satisfied by a structure A that has an activity smaller than
1, this constraint is still violated by -1-(activity of the structure). Weakly active elements are hence not as bad
a problem for constraints penalizing a certain structure and not as good a solution for constraints requiring
a certain structure. This is illustrated with the extended toy example in (10). *CC]σ penalizes consonant
clusters and the fully active one in candidate (10-b) violates it more than the weakly active one in (10-a)
whereas ONS! demands an onset consonant and the fully active onset consonant (10-b+c) perfectly satisfies
it where as the weakly active one in (10-a) still violates it.
(9) a. *CC]σ: Assign violation X for a C1C2 in a syllable margin where X is the highest shared activity
that both C1 and C2 have.
b. ONS!: Assign violation 1-X for every σ with an onset of activity X.
3 Note that in contrast to this formalization here, MAX is a rewarding constraint in the original proposal in Smolensky
& Goldrick (2016).
4 In the following, the markedness constraints refer to the highest activity that is shared by all components of the marked
structure. There are other possible formalizations of this but all of them predict the crucial asymmetry that weakly active
elements are treated differently by markedness constraints.
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(10) Gradience and Markedness violations
b0.5a1t1-p0.5 *CC]σ ONS! DEP MAX
4 4 2 2
a. b0.5a1t1p0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -4
b. b1a1t1p1 -1 -1 -6
+ c. b1a1t1 -0.5 -0.5 -2
3.2 Allomorphy for /jo/ro/ The first part of the analysis is to show how the alternations of surfacing
with either L, M, or H for the morphemes /jo/ro/ follows from a representation where these morphemes
are assumed to be underlyingly associated to two weakly active tones: L0.6 and H0.5. The first crucial
observation is that realization of both these underlying tones results in a contour tone – but those are generally
excluded in MIG. In the analysis, this follows from the (symbolic) high weight of 200 for *CONT (11-a). It
is hence inherently impossible to realize the underlying tonal specification of these morphemes5 as is shown
in tableaux (12). The faithful candidate (12-a) is excluded by its violation of *CONT. The grammar thus
has to choose between one of these two underlying tones. Given that the L has the slightly higher activity
of 0.6 than the H that only has the activity of 0.5, realization of the former is preferred. This follows from
the interaction of MAXT (11-b) preserving tonal input activity and SPEC (11-c) demanding that every TBU
is associated to a tone. Non-realization of L0.6 in favor of realization of H0.5 (12-b) violates MAXT by -0.6
and also induces a -0.5 violation of SPEC, simply because that is the activity this tone lacks to a fully active
tone T1 that would perfectly satisfy SPEC. Non-realization of H0.5 in favour of the more active tone L0.6 is
better for both these constraints (12-c): MAXT is only violated by -0.5 and SPEC only by -0.4. This gradient
difference in constraint violations makes the crucial difference for the harmony score and prefers optimal
(12-c) over (12-b).
(11)
a. *CONT: Assign violation X for every TBU
associated to tones T1 and T2 where X is the
highest activity that T1 and T2 share.
b. MAXT: Assign violation X for any tonal
activity X in the input that is not present in the
output.
c. SPEC: Assign violation 1-X for every TBU
where X is the tonal activity associated to this
TBU.
(12) Preference for realizing L0.6
μ1 μ1
+
L0.6 H0.5H1
*C
O
N
T
S
P
E
C
M
A
X
T
200 70 10
a.
μ1 μ1
L0.6 H0.5H1
-0.5 -100
b.
μ1 μ1
H0.5H1
-0.5 -0.6 -41
+ c.
μ1 μ1
L0.6H1
-0.4 -0.5 -33
This inherent preference for realization of L0.6 is overcome for bases ending in an M-toned μ due to an
additional markedness constraint (13) that penalizes every sequence of M followed by L. Realization of the
in principle preferred L on a /jo/ro/-suffix as in (14-a) creates this marked sequence and hence induces an
additional violation of *ML. Note that *ML is not fully violated in (13-a) but only by -0.6 since this is the
activation of the L and hence the highest shared activity of the M and the L that form the marked sequence.
This violation is still bad enough and realization of the less active H0.5 becomes optimal in such a context
(14-b). The crucial weighting argument illustrated in (13) is hence that the weight of 0.6x*ML is more than
the weight of 0.1xSPEC and 0.1xMAXT taken together.
5 This is in an interesting difference to the ‘blend structures’ in Smolensky & Goldrick (2016): For those, different
gradiently active elements occupy one slot in the representation and their complementary distribution hence follows
from the inherent nature of these special blend structures. In the present analysis, the complementary distribution
of phonological elements competing for one position follows from standard phonological constraints independently
motivated in the language.
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(13) *ML: Assign violation X for every sequence of tone M followed by tone L where X is the highest
activity that both share.
(14) Ban on ML makes L0.6 impossible
μ1 μ1
+
L0.6 H0.5M1
S
P
E
C
*M
L
M
A
X
T
70 15 10
a.
μ1 μ1
L0.6M1
-0.4 -0.6 -0.5 -42
+ b.
μ1 μ1
H0.5M1
-0.5 -0.6 -41
*ML has not a particular high weight in MIG and expected sequences of ML in all contexts outside of
/jo/ro/ surface faithfully because all other repair options to avoid ML are worse in these contexts.6 Only if
the grammar has to choose between the two tones of the /jo/ro/ allomorph, does this markedness preference
emerge.
So far, we were only concerned with the choice between realizing one of the two tones to which /jo/ro/
are associated to underlyingly: Either L0.6 or H0.5. However, both these strategies are not perfect to begin
with since both still induce some violation of SPEC since the tones are not fully active. Since SPEC has a
relatively high weight, providing the affixes with a fully active tone should always be better. At this point it
is important to emphasize that DEPT is taken to have the high weight of 200 in MIG: This not only ensures
that all weakly active tones remain weakly active in the output but of course also excludes insertion of a fully
active epenthetic tone to avoid any SPEC-violations for /jo/ro/. As we will see below, most other strategies
to provide /jo/ro/ with a fully active tone are excluded by independent constraints as well. However, we
start the discussion with a tableau (16) that shows the one context where /jo/ro/ can indeed be associated
to a fully active tone leaving their underlying weakly active tones unrealized. This context is a preceding
morpheme ending in an M-toned or L-toned μ followed by an additional unassociated H. Recall from (1) that
the ‘perturbing’ morphemes in MIG are taken to be the ones that end in an unassociated or floating H (cf. 3.3
for more details on floating H-association). In such a context, spreading this underlying tone to /jo/ro/ (16-b)
avoids any violation of SPEC and only induces a violation of *LNGT penalizing tone spreading (15). Since
even the partial violation of 0.4xSPEC has a higher weight than the violation of *LNGT and 0.6xMAXT, this
candidate has a better harmony score than the one realizing the underlying L0.6 tone (16-a).
(15) *LNGT: Assign violation X for every tone T that is associated to two TBU’s τ1 and τ2 where X is
the highest activity T, τ1, and τ2 share.
(16) Spreading of a stem-tone
μ1 μ1
+
L0.6 H0.5H1M1
S
P
E
C
*L
N
G
T
M
A
X
T
70 15 10
a.
μ1 μ1
L0.6H1M1
-0.4 -0.5 -33
+ b.
μ1 μ1
H1M1
-1 -1.1 -26
Another obvious candidate in (16) is one that simply associates the floating tone of the preceding morpheme.
Association of such a floating tone to /jo/ro/ solves two problems: It ensures that the floating tone has a host
6 Two obvious strategies are simply deleting one of the tones and leaving the μ unspecified or deleting one of the tones
and providing a new one via spreading. The former option is excluded since the combined weight of MAXT +SPEC is
(way) higher than the weight of *ML and the latter since the combined weight ol MAXT +*LNGT (cf. (15)) is higher
than the weight of *ML.
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and that /jo/ro/ are associated to a fully active tone. It is assumed that the constraint (17) excludes such a
strategy in general: Floating H’s can never associate to a μ that was already underlyingly associated to a H.7
Since the effect of perturbing morphemes can only be detected for μ’s underlyingly specified for M or L, this
constraint is surface-true and taken to have a very high weight of 200 in MIG. Its effect is shown in tableau
(18) that simply adds the relevant candidate (18-b) to tableau (16).
(17) DEP–H: Assign a violation 1 for every new association between a H that is unassociated in the input
and a TBU if the TBU was underlyingly associated to a H.
(18) No association of a floating H
μ1 μ1
+
L0.6 H0.5H1M1
D
E
P
– H
S
P
E
C
*L
N
G
T
M
A
X
T
200 70 15 10
+ a.
μ1 μ1
H1M1
-1 -1.1 -26
b.
μ1 μ1
H1M1
-1 -1.1 -211
A second important constraint penalizing an alternative strategy to provide /jo/ro/ with a fully active tone is
DEP–F (19). It is a positional faithfulness constraint penalizing new associations of morpheme-final tones.8
Its effect is simple: it bans spreading of any tone that is the rightmost in the tonal melody of a morpheme
and hence of any tone that is not followed by a floating H. Crucially, the optimal candidate in (16) does not
violate DEP–F since the spreading tone is not the final tone of this morpheme: A floating tone hence shields
the tones preceding it inside the same morpheme from DEP–F violations. That DEP–F blocks spreading of a
preceding tone if this preceding morpheme does not end in a floating H is shown in tableau (20).9
(19) DEP–F: Assign a violation 1 for every epenthetic association between a TBU and a tone that is
morpheme-final.
(20) No spreading for stem-final tones
μ1 μ1
+
L0.6 H0.5M1
S
P
E
C
D
E
P
– F
*M
L
*L
N
G
T
M
A
X
T
70 19 15 15 10
a.
μ1 μ1
L0.6M1
-0.4 -0.6 -0.5 -42
+ b.
μ1 μ1
H0.5M1
-0.5 -0.6 -41
c.
μ1 μ1
M1
-1 -1 -1.1 -45
The analysis of the tone allomorphy for /jo/ro/ can hence be summarized as in (21), referring back to the
six contexts given in (4). The two morphemes are taken to be underlyingly associated to two weakly active
tones. Realization of these is sub-optimal from the perspective of SPEC and spreading of a preceding tone is
in principle preferred. This, however is only possible if this tone is not the morpheme-final one: in essence,
7 This is interpreted as a context-senstive version of a DEP-ASSOCIATIONLINE constraint and as such not scaled for
activation (cf. Smolensky & Goldrick (2016) for the same assumption that all faithfulness constraints but MAX and DEP
are not gradient (p.17).
8 Cf. Kra¨mer (2003); Barnes (2008) on final syllable prominence effects.
9 DEP–F is of course also violated if a floating H associates to /jo/ro/ as in candidate b. in (18) since floating H’s in MIG
are always morpheme-final. Since association of the floating H gets rid of a H→μ-violation (cf. 3.3), only the combined
weight of DEP–F and DEP–H excludes such a strategy.
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this means that only tones that are followed by a floating H can ever spread to /jo/ro/. This predicts the fact
that /jo/ro/ mirrors the tone of the final μ of a preceding perturbing morpheme (21-A). Note that DEP–H
is only formulated for underlyingly floating tones: the spreading in (21-C6) is hence not excluded. If such
a spreading of a preceding tone is impossible (21-B), /jo/ro/ have to content themselves with their weakly
activated underlying tones. The choice between those is in principle made in favor of more active L0.6
(21-C1+C2) that is only blocked if the preceding morpheme ends in an M-toned μ (21-C5). The complex
allomorphy on /jo/ro/ hence indeed falls out from a single underlying representation under the assumption of
gradient activity for phonological elements.
(21) Summary of the analysis
A. Spreading of non-final stem tone possible
C3. L (H)# L
μ1 μ1
H1L1
C4. M (H)# M
μ1 μ1
H1M1
C6. H (H)# H
μ1 μ1
H1H1
B. Spreading of stem-final tone impossible
C1. L# L
μ1 μ1
L0.6L1
C2. H# L
μ1 μ1
L0.6H1
C5. M# H
μ1 μ1
H0.5M1
3.3 Exceptional non-hosts We already saw some floating tones in the analysis of /jo/ro/ in the last
subsection: Those are simply taken to be unassociated H’s at the end of the tonal melody of certain
morphemes in MIG. In this subsection we now turn to the concrete analysis of these floating tones in order
to explain the behaviour of the exceptional non-hosts. Recall that the generalization about the perturbing
morphemes was that their tone was (nearly) always realized on the initial μ of a following morpheme except
for an idiosyncratic class of morphemes that kept their underlying tonal specification if a new sequence of
two adjacent H-toned TBU’s would be created otherwise.
A formal account for these exceptional non-hosts has to begin with an account of why floating H’s are
realized in the first place. The OT-implementation for such a standard instance of tonal overwriting is based
on the constraints in (22) and follows the account for floating feature association in Wolf (2007). The two
crucial constraints driving overwriting are (22-a) and (22-b) demanding that all elements in the output must
be associated and that an underlyingly floating element may not be deleted. In addition, *CONT is again
crucial that excludes contour tones in MIG with its high weight of 200 (cf. (11)).
(22) a. MAXFL: Assign violation X for any activity X of a floating tone in the input that is not present
in the output.
b. H→μ: Assign 1-X violations for every H-tone where X is the activity of TBU‘s this H is
associated to.
The weightings of these constraints predicting H-overwriting are illustrated in tableau (23) where a morpheme
ending in an L-toned μ also contains a floating H and precedes a morpheme that begins with an M-toned μ.
The faithful candidate (23-a) fatally violates H→μ since the H is not associated to any μ. Deletion of this H
avoids the violation of H→μ but induces a violation of MAXFL (23-b). Associating the H to the following
morpheme as in (23-c) also avoids the H→μ violation but creates a contour tone that is generally illicit in
MIG and penalized by *CONT. Both MAXFL and *CONT are never violated in MIG; mirrored in their very
high weight of 200. The contour tone in (23-c) is avoided in the ‘overwriting’ candidate (23-d) that associates
the H to a following μ and deletes the tone this μ was underlyingly associated to. It violates the general MAXT
constraint that has a lower weight than H→μ. This candidate hence emerges as the winner. A final relevant
candidate not shown in (23) is one that overwrites the final tone of the first morpheme and not the initial one
of the following. This candidate is excluded by ALTERNATION (van Oostendorp, 2007:39) that penalizes
new associations within one morpheme and has a high weight of 200. A floating tone hence has to associate
to another morpheme, it can never associate to TBU’s of its own morpheme.
Note that this tableau also includes DEP–F whose weight was determined in the preceding analysis of the
/jo/ro/-allomorphy. The constraint in fact makes overwriting worse since a floating tone is always the final
one of a morpheme and its realization hence always implies a DEP–F violation. Since the combined weight
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of DEP–F + MAXT is still lower than the weight of H→μ, overwriting is nevertheless predicted.
(23)
μ1 μ1
L1 H1 M1+
M
A
X
F
L
*C
O
N
T
H
→
μ
D
E
P
– F
M
A
X
T
200 200 60 19 10
a.
μ1 μ1
L1 H1 M1
-1 -60
b.
μ1 μ1
L1 M1
-1 -1 -210
c.
μ1 μ1
L1 H1 M1
-1 -1 -219
+ d.
μ1 μ1
L1 H1
-1 -1 -29
Turning now to the exceptional non-hosts for floating tones, a crucial markedness constraint is the OCP
penalizing H’s on adjacent TBU’s and hence μ’s in MIG (24).
(24) OCP: Assign X violations for every pair of adjacent TBU’s τ1 and τ2 associated to different H’s if
X is the highest activity that τ1 and τ2 share.
The weight of the OCP in MIG is taken to be relatively low and crucially so low that even the combined
weight of the OCP, DEP–F, and MAXT is lower than the weight of H→μ. This predicts that a floating H
overwrites and is hence realized even if it follows a morpheme ending in a H-toned μ. Realization of a floating
H in such a context (25-b) hence creates an additional violation of the OCP (in addition to the violations of
DEP–F and MAXT that every tone overwriting induces) but the resulting harmony score is still better than
the one resulting from leaving the tone floating (25-a). Violations of the OCP are hence in principle tolerated
since realization of a floating tone is so important.
(25) Floating H associates to a strong host: OCP irrelevant
μ1 μ1
H1 H1 L1
+
M
A
X
F
L
H
→
μ
D
E
P
– F
O
C
P
M
A
X
T
200 60 19 10 10
a.
μ1 μ1
H1 H1 L1
-1 -60
+ b.
μ1 μ1
H1 H1
-1 -1 -1 -39
With this background in place, we can now turn to the morphemes that are exceptional non-hosts for floating
H’s. The crucial assumption is that those end in a μ that is only partially active and has a gradient activity
of 0.5. Since the μ is taken to be the TBU in MIG, those morphemes hence contain a somewhat defective
TBU and any association to this μ is not a perfect strategy for any tone. More concretely, any H that is
associated to this weakly active μ violates H→μ by -0.5. This follows because H→μ is a positive constraint
demanding that every tone must be associated to a μ– it is hence only satisfied if every tone is associated to a
fully active μ1 and any activity that is lacking to this optimal structure is a violation. That this partial solution
to the problem of floating H’s is in principle sufficient is shown in tableau (26) where a base ending in an
L-toned μ contains an additional floating H and precedes a morpheme that starts with a weakly active μ0.5.
Leaving this tone floating violates H→μ (26-a) whereas overwriting as in (26-b) induces not only a MAXT
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and a DEP–F violation (=given that the floating H is the final tone of a morpheme), but still violates H→μ by
-0.5. However, the weights of these violations are not yet enough to overcome the one violation of H→μ and
(26-b) is hence optimal. Even solving the H→μ-problem only partially is hence still better than not solving
it at all. Crucially, the OCP is irrelevant in this case since no underlying H precedes the floating H.
(26) Floating H associates to a weak host: No OCP-violation
μ1 μ0.5
M1 H1 M1
+
M
A
X
F
L
H
→
μ
D
E
P
– F
O
C
P
M
A
X
T
200 60 19 10 10
a.
μ1 μ0.5
M1 H1 M1
-1 -60
+ b.
μ1 μ0.5
M1 H1
-0.5 -1 -1 -59
This picture shifts dramatically, however, if the morpheme sponsoring the floating H ends in H and realization
of the floating tone hence induces an additional OCP violation. This can be seen in tableau (27): non-
realization of the floating H (27-a) induces a full violation of H→μ whereas association to the following μ
still violates H→μ by -0.5, has a MAXT, a DEP–F, and crucially also an OCP violation. The latter is now
what crosses the threshold in favour of the floating candidate (27-a) that is optimal in this context.
(27) Floating H association blocked for weak hosts: Fatal OCP-violation
μ1 μ0.5
H1 H1 M1
+
M
A
X
F
L
H
→
μ
D
E
P
– F
O
C
P
M
A
X
T
200 60 19 10 10
+ a.
μ1 μ0.5
H1 H1 M1
-1 -60
b.
μ1 μ0.5
H1 H1
-0.5 -1 -1 -1 -69
This crucial weighting argument for the exceptional non-hosts is summarized in (28). They show a
clear threshold effect only possible under gradient representations and hence gradient constraint violations:
Whereas H→μ is more important than DEP–F, OCP, and MAXT (28-a), the weighting relation is reversed
for half a H→μ violation (28-c).
(28) Weak Hosts: Threshold effects
Weight of is greater than the weight of Cf.
a. H→μ  DEP–F + OCP + MAXT (25)
b. 0.5xH→μ  DEP–F + MAXT (26)
c. DEP–F + OCP + MAXT  0.5xH→μ (27)
For this account, output structures must crucially be gradient as well since the triggering constraints for the
asymmetric behaviour of certain morphemes are markedness constraints; most crucially H→μ. Under the
original proposal in Smolensky & Goldrick (2016), such gradient violations of markedness constraints are
impossible and exceptionality patterns as in MIG cannot be predicted.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, an analysis of two seemingly unrelated exceptionality patterns in the tonal phonology of
San Miguel el Grande Mixtec was proposed. The exceptional non-hosts simply looked like an instance of
an exceptional non-undergoer for an otherwise regular process in a language and the tonal alternations on
/jo/ro/ like a classical case of phonologically conditioned suppletive allomorphy. The main claim in this
paper is that exceptionality patterns like that are not unrelated at all since a unified account for them is
possible once Gradient Symbolic Representations are taken into account. Underlying phonological elements
can be inherently more marked (=the weak tones on the /jo/ro/) than other seemingly identical phonological
elements or can be not as bad a problem or not as good a solution (=the weak non-hosts for floating tones)
as other seemingly identical phonological elements. Crucially, the analyses relied on gradience in the output
and hence a representational strength difference that has consequences for the evaluation of markedness
constraints. This sets the account apart from the original proposal of Gradient Symbolic Representations in
Smolensky & Goldrick (2016); Rosen (2016). Apart from this new representational assumptions of gradient
acitvity, the analysis is based primarily on standard constraints on tone structures (cf., for example, Yip, 2002)
– the assumption of Gradient Symbolic Representations hence allows to predict a wide variety of apparent
exceptionality patterns from a single and rather simple phonology.
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